Aims: (1) To describe the prevalence of fatigue among employees in different work schedules (day work, three-shift, five-shift, and irregular shift work); (2) to investigate whether different work schedules are related to increasing fatigue over time, while taking into account job title and job characteristics; and (3) to study fatigue among shift workers changing to day work.

Methods: Data from nine consecutive four-monthly self-administered questionnaires from the Maastricht Cohort Study on Fatigue at work (n = 12,095) were used with 32 months of follow up. Day and shift workers were matched on job title.

Results: The prevalence of fatigue was 18.1% in day workers, 28.6% in three-shift, 23.7% in five-shift, and 19.1% in irregular shift workers. For three-shift and five-shift workers substantial higher fatigue levels were observed compared to day workers at baseline measurement. In the course of fatigue over the 32 months of follow up there were only small and insignificant differences between employees in different work schedules. However, among employees fatigued at baseline, fatigue levels decreased faster over time among five-shift workers compared to fatigued day workers. Shift workers changing to day work reported substantially higher fatigue levels prior to change, compared to those remaining in shift work.

Conclusions: Substantial differences in fatigue existed between day and shift workers. However, as no considerable differences in the course of fatigue were found, these differences have probably developed within a limited time span after starting in a shift work job. Further, evidence was found that fatigue could be an important reason for quitting shift work and moving to day work. Finally, in the relation between work schedules and fatigue, perceived job characteristics might play an important role.

Main messages
- Shift work is associated with a higher prevalence of fatigue, especially in three-shift work.
- Shift work could sustain higher fatigue levels over time.
- Fatigue could be an important reason for quitting shift work and moving to day work.
- In the relation between work schedules and fatigue, perceived job characteristics may play an important role.

Policy implication
- In dealing with prevention and treatment of fatigue among employees, work schedules should be considered very seriously.
fatigue at work. For irregular shift workers, the unpredictability in timing of work and rest periods could be specifically related to fatigue. Therefore, as reported by Rosa, fatigue experienced by employees will be a function of the number of hours worked, the timing of work in the 24 hour day (that is, what shift is worked), how many work shifts occur before a rest day, how many rest days are taken before return to work, how much rest is taken during the shift and between consecutive work shifts, and how variable the timing of the shift is.

Furthermore, fatigue is strongly influenced by other job characteristics, such as psychological job demands, decision latitude, and emotional and physical demands. Job characteristics often differ substantially between day and shift workers. Cross sectional analyses on the data of the Maastricht Cohort Study on Fatigue at Work revealed that the association between work schedules and need for recovery from work was also strongly influenced by other job characteristics, such as, for example, psychological job demands and physical demands. Hence, as reported by Rosa, work schedules and workload factors need to be examined in combination to obtain a realistic picture of the effects of shift work on fatigue. Approaches to potential confounding with regard to shift work are to include measures of perceived job characteristics in the analysis of shift work effects and/or use occupation as a matching variable in the analyses. As work scheduling is superimposed on many other qualities of the workplace that may affect health and wellbeing, control subjects who are doing the same job, but in a different work schedule, are vital. In the present study job title will be used as a matching variable for comparing shift workers and day workers. In addition, adjustments will be made regarding perceived job characteristics. We hypothesised that shift work would be associated with a stronger accumulation of fatigue over time compared to day work. To elucidate whether work schedules actually go together with a different course of fatigue over time, prospective studies are a prerequisite. In this study we used 32 months of follow up data from the Maastricht Cohort Study on Fatigue at Work: (1) to describe the prevalence of fatigue among employees in different work schedules (three-shift work, five-shift work, irregular shift work, day work); (2) to investigate whether different work schedules are related to increasing fatigue levels over time, while taking into account job title and perceived job characteristics; and (3) to study fatigue among shift workers changing to day work during follow up.

**METHODS**

**Study population**

This study is part of the prospective Maastricht Cohort Study on Fatigue at Work, in which employees from 45 different companies were followed by means of nine self administered questionnaires at four-monthly intervals. Once a year employees received an extensive questionnaire with items on work and non-work related factors, demographics, and health factors, as well as on fatigue. Twice a year employees received a short questionnaire, capturing mainly outcome measures. For the present study all nine consecutive questionnaires were used. In May 1998, a total of 26 978 employees from 45 companies and organisations received a letter at home, inviting participation, and the self administered baseline questionnaire. A reminder was sent out after two weeks. After six weeks a brief non-response questionnaire was sent to a random subsample of 600 non-respondents. Non-response analyses yielded no significant differences between respondents and non-respondents regarding demographic characteristics. Non-respondents were somewhat less likely to report difficulties in work execution, fatigue complaints, and sick leave. Altogether, 12 161 employees completed and returned the first questionnaire (response rate of 48.5%). Sixty six questionnaires were excluded from analysis because of technical reasons or because inclusion criteria were not met.

The first measurement in May 1998 will further be referred to as the baseline. The baseline (T0) cohort consisted of 8840 (73%) men and 3255 (27%) women, aged 18–65 years. All employees who returned the baseline questionnaire (T0) also received the two short questionnaires T1 in September 1998 (response rate 87.6%, n = 10 592) and T2 in January 1999 (response rate 84.9%, n = 10 270). Employees who returned the baseline questionnaire and at least one of the short questionnaires (T1 and/or T2) received the extensive questionnaire T3 in May 1999 (response rate 79.8%, n = 9655). Employees returning the T3 questionnaire also received the T3 questionnaire T4 in September 1999 (response rate 74.0%, n = 8956) and T5 in January 2000 (response rate 71.9%, n = 8692). Employees who returned the questionnaire at T3 and at least one of the consecutive short questionnaires (T4 and/or T5) also received the extensive questionnaire T6 in May 2000 (response rate 66.7%, n = 8070). Employees returning the T6 questionnaire also received the short questionnaire T7 in September (response rate 63.3%, n = 7662) and the final T8 questionnaire in January 2001 (response rate 61.9%, n = 7482).

Included in the present study were men and women, who worked three-shifts, five-shifts, irregular shifts, or who were involved exclusively in day work. We included only employees with a working week of at least 26 hours/week to establish more comparable working hours between day and shift workers. Temporary employees were excluded since they generally change jobs frequently. Further exclusion criteria were being absent from work at the time of completing the baseline questionnaire and not having completely resumed work after a period of sick leave at baseline. Also excluded were those employees with multiple jobs, since we had no information on working time arrangements and content of the other job.

The two questions “What is your job in the company/ organisation?” and “What is your most important task?” were used to assess an employee’s job title in the current job. The responses to these open ended questions were used by trained coders to assign a job title, with a five digit code, based on The Netherlands Standard Classification of Occupations (ISCO) 1992. From the employees, 88 did not indicate their function or most important task. These employees were excluded from further analyses. At first measurement in May 1998, our study population captured 687 different job titles. Job title was used to match the employees in the different work schedule groups—that is, for example, for employees working three-shift systems, a reference group of day workers with similar job title was matched. The minimum number of employees within one job title was two employees per shift type.

Employees reporting to have switched to another work schedule at any point during the 32 months follow up were excluded from the multilevel analyses (n = 68 for day workers, n = 158 for three-shift workers, n = 181 for five-shift workers, and n = 96 for irregular shift workers). With regard to the shift workers who changed to day work explicitly, however, separate subanalyses were performed concerning demographics and fatigue.

For the comparison of three-shift workers with day workers, 34 job titles were identified (n = 494 for three-shift workers, n = 675 for day workers). Examples of job titles both in day work and three-shift work were production planner, operator, and assembler of vehicles. For comparing five-shift workers and matched day workers, 47 job titles were identified (n = 663 for five-shift workers, n = 1284 for day workers). Examples of job titles both in day work and five-shift work were machine operator, maintenance electrician, and controller or tester electric machinery. Regarding irregular shift workers and matched day workers, 19 job titles were identified (n = 161 for irregular shift workers, n = 206 for day workers).
The Checklist Individual Strength (CIS) was used to measure fatigue. The CIS is a 20 item questionnaire developed to measure several aspects of fatigue, asking employees how they felt during the past two weeks. The CIS is a self-report instrument consisting of four components, identified through factor analyses: subjective experience of fatigue (eight items), concentration (five items), motivation (four items), and physical activity level (three items). The Cronbach's alpha of the total scale is 0.93. CIS items are scored on seven point Likert scales. Higher scores indicate a higher degree of fatigue, more concentration problems, reduced motivation, or less activity. A composite CIS total score, ranging from 20 to 140, is constructed by adding the individual's scores on the four factors in order to capture both the subjective sensation of fatigue as well as the reduction in functioning in terms of reduced concentration, motivation, and activity level. Missing data were treated on an individual level. Missing data on the subscales “subjective fatigue” (two of eight items missing at most), “motivation” (one of four items missing at most), and “concentration” (one of five items missing at most) of the CIS questionnaires were replaced with the means of the specific scale. CIS questionnaires containing more than four missing items were excluded from analysis. For case classification a cut off point of CIS total >76 was used, with all those scoring >76 designated as probable fatigue cases. This cut off was established in a separate pilot study by means of defined samples with differences in fatigue level.

Work environment

Decision latitude was assessed with the Dutch version of the Job Content Questionnaire using the scale Decision Latitude (Cronbach's alpha 0.81), consisting of the two subscales Decision Authority and Skill Discretion. To determine the level of psychological job demands the Dutch version of the Psychological Job Demands scale of the Job Content Questionnaire was used (Cronbach's alpha 0.69). The experience of physically demanding work was rated using an item of the Dutch questionnaire on Work and Health (VAG). The level of emotionally demanding work was assessed using a five item scale (Cronbach's alpha 0.60) consisting of two items of the Questionnaire on the Experience and Assessment of Work (VBBA), two items of the Questionnaire on Work and Health (VAG), and one self formulated item.

Demographic and health factors

Information on age, gender, educational level, employment history, and the presence of a long term disease was obtained through self report in the baseline questionnaire. Data on employment history in the present work schedule were completely available for shift workers only.

Statistical analysis

Each type of shift work (three-shift, five-shift, and irregular shift work) was compared with a reference group of day workers in similar job titles. We conducted multilevel analysis of a three level structure, with repeated measurements over time (level 1), in which the individual employees (level 2) were nested within occupational titles (level 3) by using SAS proc mixed models. To take into account the possibility that the course of fatigue may be different in different occupations we entered the interaction variable job title x time in every analysis. These multilevel analyses were able to control for selective dropouts. A confirmation that our model was robust was established by investigating whether leaving out specific jobs influenced the results, in which no significant changes appeared. In a first step the calculated betas were adjusted for age, gender, and the presence of a long term disease. In a second step, the betas were additionally adjusted for psychological job demands, decision latitude, and emotional and physical demands, which in separate analyses were shown to contribute independently to a significant change of the model. Additionally independent samples t tests and $\chi^2$ tests were used to test univariate differences between the employees in different types of shift work.
versus day work. All procedures were performed using SPSS for Windows release 9.0.0. and SAS release 8.02.

RESULTS

Table 1 presents descriptive characteristics of the study population before matching on job title. The percentage of women involved in three- and five-shift work was significantly lower compared to day work, whereas the percentage of women was significantly higher in irregular shift work compared to day work. Shift workers were younger in age compared to day workers and had on average received a lower education. Data on employment history in the present schedule were available only for shift workers, revealing that most three-shift workers worked five years or less in the present work schedule, whereas the majority of irregular shift workers had been involved in shift work for more than 15 years. With regard to job characteristics substantial differences emerged between the employees in different work schedules. For example, the percentage of employees reporting their work to be physically demanding was significantly higher in all types of shift work compared to day work. The prevalence of employees reporting a long term disease did not differ significantly between the work schedules. Compared to day work, the prevalence of fatigue was substantially higher in most shift work groups, with three-shift workers reporting the highest prevalence (28.6%).

Since substantial differences existed in the work related factors between day and shift workers (table 1), we matched the day and shift workers on job title in all further analyses. Table 2 presents the results of the multilevel analyses for fatigue by work schedule. As table 2 shows, at baseline measurement in May 1998, the CIS total score of three-shift workers was 7.83 points higher compared to day workers, when controlled for age, gender, and the presence of a long term disease. Furthermore, for five-shift workers a significant difference with day workers in CIS total score (6.30 points) was observed at first measurement. Regarding irregular shift work, only non-significant results were obtained, with smaller differences in fatigue levels between day and irregular shift workers at baseline.

The variable “course of fatigue within day work” represents the estimated average change in CIS total score among day workers every four months over the total observation period of 32 months. The CIS total score increased over time but this increase was not statistically significant. As for every type of shift work different occupation matched day workers were selected, insignificant differences in betas between the day
workers can be observed. The variable “course of fatigue within shift work” indicates the estimated average change in CIS total score among the different types of shift workers per four months over the total observation period of 32 months. The CIS total scores for all types of shift workers increased as well, but this increase in fatigue over time in shift workers was not significantly higher compared to day workers. In a second step the betas were additionally adjusted for several job characteristics, resulting in a substantial decrease of the difference in fatigue score between the day and shift workers at baseline measurement, in which all distinguished job characteristics contributed significantly.

The course of fatigue might be different in employees already designated as probable fatigue cases at baseline. Table 3 presents the results of the course of fatigue in different work schedules among employees designated as probable fatigue cases at baseline—that is, employees reporting a CIS total score of >76. The same criteria for matching on job title were applied as described in the Methods section, resulting for the comparison of three-shift workers with day workers in six job titles (n = 33 for three-shift workers; n = 41 for day workers). For comparing five-shift workers and matched day workers, eight job titles were identified (n = 61 for five-shift workers, n = 45 for day workers). The course of fatigue among fatigued employees working in irregular shifts could not be studied because of a too small sample size of the fatigued group. As table 3 shows, there were differences in the CIS total score between fatigued day and shift workers at baseline, although these were not statistically significant. The decrease in baseline difference of CIS total score between day and shift workers after controlling for perceived job characteristics was less pronounced compared to the differences in table 2. In three-shift workers, physical demands mainly contributed to the decrease of the beta “baseline difference”. In contrast to fatigued day workers, the CIS total score in fatigued five-shift workers decreased significantly more over time after controlling for confounding factors.

A separate analysis was conducted to study the role of employment history in the relation between work schedules and fatigue. We were not able to compare the exposure time to shift work with the years spent in day work, because of missing data, especially in the day workers group. Therefore, we decided to study the role of job tenure within shift work using the total experience of employees who switched from work schedule at any point during the 32 months of follow up were excluded from the multilevel analyses. We did, however, make a comparison between those shift workers (including three-shift workers, five-shift workers, and irregular shift workers) who changed explicitly to day work at one point during the follow up period (n = 150) and the shift workers remaining in the same work schedule (n = 444) during the total observation period. Only employees with complete data were included. Shift workers changing to day work generally received a somewhat higher education (p < 0.05) compared to those remaining in shift work. No significant differences were observed with respect to gender, age, and the presence of a long term disease. Regarding fatigue, on average six months prior to the change from shift to day work, shift workers scored 9.4 points higher on the CIS (p < 0.001) compared to those remaining in shift work. On average two months prior to this change, employees scored on average 6.7 points higher on the CIS (p < 0.01) compared to those remaining in shift work. From just after the change until on average six months after the change to day work, employees reported no significant differences in fatigue levels compared to those remaining in shift work.

**DISCUSSION**

The present study found that fatigue was significantly more prevalent among three- and five-shift workers compared to day workers. At baseline substantial differences in fatigue existed among the employees in different work schedules, which significantly decreased after controlling for job characteristics. In the time course of fatigue there were only minor differences between employees in different work schedules. In fatigued employees, however, the level of fatigue decreased significantly faster over time among five-shift workers compared to day workers. Shift workers changing to day work reported significant higher fatigue levels prior to their change compared to those remaining in shift work.

A comparison of the observed prevalences of fatigue with other studies is difficult because most studies used different definitions and operationalisations of fatigue. Various studies have shown, however, that shift workers generally report more fatigue than day workers. In a study by Rosa and colleagues, it was found that perceived muscular fatigue increased more quickly across the night shifts compared with day shifts. Accumulated fatigue across consecutive workdays was illustrated in a study by Schroeder and colleagues, where progressive increases in choice reaction time were apparent across a five day week of eight-hour shifts and a four day week of 10-hour shifts in air traffic control specialists. Åhsberg and
We therefore assume that the relatively crude results, only adjusted for age, gender, and long term disease, are more likely to represent the actual effects of shift work and reflect the differences in fatigue levels employees in different work schedules actually encounter. However, to disentangle possible mechanisms linking work schedules to fatigue over time, the analyses with adjustments for job characteristics provided important additional information. In the different groups of day workers the trends of fatigue over time varied, reflecting the fact that these groups of day workers were made up by employees with very different job titles and hence other job demands accompanying their work. This study dealt with work schedules, the role of perceived job characteristics, and the course of fatigue only. Nonetheless, other factors, such as individual characteristics, work-family conflict, and social pressures, which could influence the relation between work schedules and fatigue as well.

When interpreting the results of this study, several methodological issues should be considered. Since the Maasstricht Cohort Study does not constitute a representative sample of the Dutch working population, the study population within the different work schedules does not reflect a representation of the employees involved in these work schedules in general. Hence, matching on occupation and by matching on occupation any representativeness is even worse. However, studying the effects of different types of shift work does not require a representative sample, and as a broad range of occupations was still present we do consider the effects likely to be present in most shift work jobs. No misclassification of work schedules took place, since the questionnaire captured precise questions on working time arrangements, enabling us to specifically select the work schedules employees are involved in. Furthermore, the information in the questionnaire on work schedules was checked with the company records on work schedules. Another issue is that our study captured employees already involved in shift work for several years. The same is true for day workers. In this respect our first measurement is not a true baseline measurement. With regard to shift work, it is well known that different selection processes take place. Because of self selection and pre-job medical examinations, primary selection processes could have led to differences between the day and shift workers. With experienced shift workers we may have a self selected and robust group of employees who are either more able or more determined to adapt. Because of secondary selection processes and by excluding those employees who changed their work schedule at one point during our follow up an underestimation of the observed levels and course of fatigue over time may have resulted. The lower mean age and the larger dropout of the shift workers compared to the day workers clearly point in this direction. We did, however, have a unique opportunity to study whether fatigue could be a reason for quitting shift work and moving to day work. Indeed, compared to those remaining in shift work, employees who changed from shift to day work reported substantially higher fatigue levels on average six months prior to changing to day work. On average two months prior to changing jobs employees also scored higher on fatigue, although the fatigue levels were somewhat lower compared to six months prior to change. Possibly at this point, employees had already decided to change work schedules or had already found a future job in day work, resulting in lower fatigue levels because of the prospect of leaving their shift work job.

Although selection processes certainly played their part in this study, it did provide new insights on several aspects. The hypothesis that shift work is associated with a higher prevalence of fatigue certainly seems justified. Over time shift work seems to sustain the higher fatigue levels observed in shift workers compared to day workers. Fatigue is frequently cited as a major cause of shift work intolerance, and this study actually provided evidence that fatigue could be an important reason for quitting shift work. Furthermore, in the
relation between work schedules and fatigue, perceived job characteristics may play an important role, which should also be considered in future studies on the effects of shift work. The present study aimed at the course of fatigue over time. We did not capture the onset and time span during which the large differences in fatigue levels between day and shift workers have developed. This time period has probably taken place before our baseline measurement, and has most likely occurred in the first time period after starting to work in a shift work job. Future studies on work schedules and fatigue should aim at this onset of the different levels in fatigue observed among employees involved in different work schedules, ideally requiring a cohort of employees starting to work in a shift work job.
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